After her residency in Val Verzasca in Tessin, the Peruvian artist Camila Rodrigo presents her exhibition “Unsustainable topographies II” in Lima. Camila Rodrigo is moving away from the traditional representation of what we understand by landscape, and from this distance she reflects on man’s relationship with his environment and the « new landscape ». Through her photographs, video and installations made of stones and pictures, she wants to break with the stereotypes we have about the idea of landscape and natural space and show a landscape that is upset, attacked. This original exhibition is to discover at the Galeria El Ojo Ajeno in Lima from 12th March.

**Opening**
12th March – 6th April 2019
Monday-Friday 9:00 – 21:00
Saturday 9:00 – 16:00

**Varnishing**
12th March, 19:30